Contractor shall list all addenda by number on the bid form to ensure conformity in the bid.

Drawings, Specifications and/or Proposals are herein amended, expanded and/or modified, as hereinafter described, and become a part of the Contract Documents with the same force and effect as if incorporated, herein, originally. Any contrary provisions contained, or referred to, in Drawings and/or Specifications, shall remain applicable unless overridden by this Addendum. Revised or contrary provisions herein shall not affect any other part of the Contract Documents and any deletions, additions, substitutions and/or revisions mentioned, shall include all labor, materials, methods, modifications, etc. required for complete performance of the work.

**CONTRACT DOCUMENT MODIFICATIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS**

1. All existing, visible alarms and pull stations are to be removed and cover plates installed where required. Coordinate removal to coincide with system switch over to new system. Locations are marked on the Addendum 1 drawing set. (There are more than were noted on the Oct 22nd walk-through)

2. Free air cabling is allowed above the ceiling on new supports (j-hooks or loops). Note that the 3rd floor ceiling is a plenum and will require plenum rated cables

3. A one inch conduit is required from the IT closet to the adjacent room where the new fire panel will be located. The conduit will be approximately 8 feet high and terminate approximately 2 feet into the IT Closet. Fiber connection is by MTU staff.

4. Dillman Hall is a classroom facility extra care should be utilized to limit noisy operations (hammer drills) to non-peak instructional hours IE before 9am and after 4pm Monday to Friday. Exceptions can be made on an as needed basis.

5. Existing Panel X will be reused and NOT replaced. Remove old connections and add new circuits based on location and load in a logical fashion. Re-label panel with new equipment and location.

End of Addendum